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Grandpa Corner Store Story
From award-winning author Eve L. Ewing comes an illustrated middle
grade novel about a forgotten homemade robot who comes to life just
when aspiring fifth-grade scientist Maya needs a friend -- and a science
fair project. Maya's nervous about fifth grade. She tries to keep calm by
reminding herself she knows what to expect. But then she learns that this
year won't be anything like the last. For the first time since kindergarten,
her best friends Jada and MJ are placed in a different class without her,
and introverted Maya has trouble making new friends. She tries to put on
a brave face since they are in fifth grade now, but Maya is nervous! Just
when too much seems to be changing, she finds a robot named Ralph in
the back of Mr. Mac's convenience store closet. Once she uses her science
skills to get him up and running, a whole new world of connection opens
up as Ralph becomes a member of her family and Maya begins to step
into her power. In this touching novel, Eve L. Ewing melds together a
story about community, adapting to change, and the magic of ingenuity
that reminds young readers that they can always turn to their own
curiosity when feeling lost.
An instant New York Times Bestseller! Longlisted for the 2019 National
Book Award for Fiction, the Carnegie Medal in Fiction, the 2019 Aspen
Words Literacy Prize, and the PEN/Hemingway Debut Novel Award
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Shortlisted for the 2019 Center for Fiction First Novel Prize Winner of the
2019 New England Book Award for Fiction! Named one of the most
anticipated books of 2019 by Vulture, Entertainment Weekly, Buzzfeed,
Los Angeles Times, Boston Globe, Oprah.com, Huffington Post, The A.V.
Club, Nylon, The Week, The Rumpus, The Millions, The Guardian,
Publishers Weekly, and more. “A lyrical work of self-discovery that’s
shockingly intimate and insistently universal…Not so much briefly
gorgeous as permanently stunning.” —Ron Charles, The Washington Post
Poet Ocean Vuong’s debut novel is a shattering portrait of a family, a
first love, and the redemptive power of storytelling On Earth We’re
Briefly Gorgeous is a letter from a son to a mother who cannot read.
Written when the speaker, Little Dog, is in his late twenties, the letter
unearths a family’s history that began before he was born — a history
whose epicenter is rooted in Vietnam — and serves as a doorway into
parts of his life his mother has never known, all of it leading to an
unforgettable revelation. At once a witness to the fraught yet undeniable
love between a single mother and her son, it is also a brutally honest
exploration of race, class, and masculinity. Asking questions central to
our American moment, immersed as we are in addiction, violence, and
trauma, but undergirded by compassion and tenderness, On Earth We’re
Briefly Gorgeous is as much about the power of telling one’s own story as
it is about the obliterating silence of not being heard. With stunning
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urgency and grace, Ocean Vuong writes of people caught between
disparate worlds, and asks how we heal and rescue one another without
forsaking who we are. The question of how to survive, and how to make
of it a kind of joy, powers the most important debut novel of many years.
Named a Best Book of the Year by: GQ, Kirkus Reviews, Booklist, Library
Journal, TIME, Esquire, The Washington Post, Apple, Good Housekeeping,
The New Yorker, The New York Public Library, Elle.com, The Guardian,
The A.V. Club, NPR, Lithub, Entertainment Weekly, Vogue.com, The San
Francisco Chronicle, Mother Jones, Vanity Fair, The Wall Street Journal
Magazine and more!
Having arrived in San Francisco from China to work in his brother's store,
Ming is lonely until an Irish boy befriends him.
Because the guests invited to Sallie's wedding believe that a proper
celebration requires their specific ethnic food, they prepare delicacies
from around the world.
Chutes, Beer, & Bullets
A Castle on Viola Street
My Own Grandpa
Maya and the Robot
Silver-Haired Wisdom for the Young at Heart
Eerie Charms of the Short Story
"A straightforward fictional view of an urban soup kitchen, as observed by a boy visiting it
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with his `Uncle Willie,' who works there every day....The difficult lives of those fed
(including children)--as well as the friendly, nonintrusive attitude of the kitchen workers
toward them--are presented sensitively but without sentimentality.
When a giant new supermarket moves into the neighborhood, Lucy's grandpa plans to sell
his store. But with the help of friends and neighbors, Lucy is determined to keep this from
happening. In another of her loving and lively portraits of community caring, DyAnne
DiSalvo-Ryan tells the timely story of what can happen when the whole neighborhood gets
involved. "2001 Notable Children's Trade Books in the Field of Social Studies (NCSS/CBC)"
After a long life of chasing squirrels, licking ice cream cones, and loving his adoptive
family, an old dog comes to the end of his days.
Brian Higman—called Big Hig by his friends—is about to be in big trouble. It's Monday
morning, and his teacher Miss Fromme is about to collect homework. . . and Brian didn't do
his. There's a big red zero heading his way, and he knows his parents are going to explode
when they hear about it. But Big Hig has a good reason for having forgotten his "sloppy
copy" first draft, involving his impossible five-year-old brother, a rock band practice at his
house, and the mysterious disappearance of his entire life savings right when he needed it
most. It's a long, crazy story—but will it be enough to convince a teacher so stern they call
her The General to give him another chance? A perfect read for students who never know
what to write about in school, The Sloppy Copy Slipup includes Big Hig's writing tips.
Named to the Sunshine State Young Readers Award Master List and the Garden State
Children's Book Award Master List! A Bank Street Best Children's Book of the Year
Roll with It
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Where the Red Fern Grows
Four Stories of Everyday Wonder
A Novel in Recipes
Uncle Grandpa Mad Libs
Everything I Know I Learned from My Grandpa

The first book in Chris Colfer's #1 New York Times bestselling
series The Land of Stories about two siblings who fall into a
fairy-tale world! Alex and Conner Bailey's world is about to
change forever, in this fast-paced adventure that uniquely
combines our modern day world with the enchanting realm of
classic fairy tales. The Land of Stories tells the tale of twins
Alex and Conner. Through the mysterious powers of a cherished
book of stories, they leave their world behind and find
themselves in a foreign land full of wonder and magic where they
come face-to-face with fairy tale characters they grew up
reading about. But after a series of encounters with witches,
wolves, goblins, and trolls alike, getting back home is going to
be harder than they thought.
David Walliams, hailed as “the heir to Roald Dahl” by The
Spectator, burst onto the American scene with the New York Times
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bestseller Demon Dentist. Now the UK’s #1 bestselling children’s
author is back with this high-flying adventure about a boy and
his grandfather, perfect for fans of Jeff Kinney and Rachel
Renee Russell. Grandpa is Jack’s favorite person in the world.
It doesn’t matter that he wears his slippers to the supermarket,
serves Spam a la Custard for dinner, and often doesn’t remember
Jack’s name. But then Grandpa starts to believe he’s back in
World War II, when he was a Spitfire fighter pilot, and he’s
sent to live in an old folk’s home run by the sinister Matron
Swine. Now it’s up to Jack to help Grandpa plot a daring escape!
Little Critter describes a trip to the grocery store and
shopping mall with his mother and difficult little sister.
"[A] heartwarming story a la Bridget Jones' Diary with a
twist...Colgan folds in a colorful cast of characters and whips
up an easy, sweet read."—USA Today Issy Randall can bake. No,
Issy can create stunning, mouthwateringly divine cakes. After a
childhood spent in her beloved Grampa Joe's bakery, Issy has
undoubtedly inherited his talent. She's much better at baking
than she is at filing, so when she's laid off from her desk job
and loses her boyfriend, Issy decides to open her own little
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café. But she soon learns that her piece-of-cake recipe for a
fresh start might be a little more complicated than throwing
some sugar and butter together. A smart, quirky contemporary
confection of recipes and friendship, Meet Me at the Cupcake
Café is about how life might not always taste like you expect,
but there's always room for dessert! Also by Jenny Colgan: The
Loveliest Chocolate Shop in Paris Sweetshop of Dreams What
reviewers are saying about Meet Me At The Cupcake Café: "A
hilarious, fast-paced fantasy about starting over, perfect for
fans of Sophie Kinsella. Absolutely adorable."—Booklist "A funny
novel about friendship, food and love... "—Kirkus "A delightful
story... warm, funny and well-written."—Fresh Fiction
"Absolutely adorable... charming... an endearing, delightful
read"—Silver's Reviews
A Novel
A Cottage in My Heart
The Glass Castle
Search for Safety
My Grandpa Is a Dinosaur
Grandpas Corner Store-Pb
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Father comes to the rescue when the twins can't agree about what to
do with the big hole in the backyard. "Deftly captures the quirks of
youngsters leaving toddlerhood behind."--Booklist.
“A big-hearted story that’s as sweet as it is awesome.” —R.J. Palacio,
author of Wonder “An honest, emotionally rich take on disability,
family, and growing up.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review) In the
tradition of Wonder and Out of My Mind, this big-hearted middle grade
debut tells the story of an irrepressible girl with cerebral palsy whose
life takes an unexpected turn when she moves to a new town. Ellie’s a
girl who tells it like it is. That surprises some people, who see a kid in a
wheelchair and think she’s going to be all sunshine and cuddles. The
thing is, Ellie has big dreams: She might be eating Stouffer’s for dinner,
but one day she’s going to be a professional baker. If she’s not writing
fan letters to her favorite celebrity chefs, she’s practicing recipes on
her well-meaning, if overworked, mother. But when Ellie and her mom
move so they can help take care of her ailing grandpa, Ellie has to start
all over again in a new town at a new school. Except she’s not just the
new kid—she’s the new kid in the wheelchair who lives in the trailer
park on the wrong side of town. It all feels like one challenge too many,
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until Ellie starts to make her first-ever friends. Now she just has to
convince her mom that this town might just be the best thing that ever
happened to them!
A child describes how one family celebrates Hanukkah, including
polishing the silver menorah, lighting the candles, having a special
family dinner, and sharing gifts.
Featuring classroom-tested material from the popular Advantage
series, Ultimate Advantage workbooks now include Ultimate Advantage
Quiz Cards. This dynamic new section features a snapshot review of
each workbooks key concepts in a fun game format for independent or
small-group play. Parents will especially appreciate this new hands-on
learning feature as an easy-to-use extension of the workbook activities.
A Memoir
Our Eight Nights of Hanukkah
of the established order
Grandpa's Great Escape
Brothers
On Earth We're Briefly Gorgeous
A hardworking family gets their own house at last by joining a community program that
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restores old houses. Includes a note about housing organizations, such as Habitat for
Humanity.
Young Cassie Logan endures humiliation and witnesses the racism of the KKK as they
embark on a cross-burning rampage, before she fully understands the importance her
family attributes to having land of their own.
Jack Sorenson, the artist who has been called "the Western Rockwell," portrays a
loveable grandpa and his grandkids playing about the farm, talking on the porch, and
reading by the river in this tribute to a grandfather's wisdom. Sweet stories illuminate the
heritage of lessons that comes from these patient men: You can always come home Treat
others with respect It is never too late to learn Make yourself useful We never outgrow
grandpa's love This ideal gift for grandparents' day, birthdays, holidays, and "just
because" occasions will honor grandfathers and inspire those of all ages to share their
own legacy of wit and wonder with every generation.
Little Critter reflects upon the things he will do when he gets bigger, including staying up
late, and camping in the backyard.
Woodland Echoes
Ultimate Advantage: Reading, Gr. K, eBook
(Newbery Medal Winner)
Just Shopping with Mom
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Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry
Fantasy, Mystery, & Horror
For many years, Woodland Park was a best-kept secret for the residence
and vacation property owners. Her lake was and still is according to a
recent conservation report pristine. As with most secrets, they are not
kept for long, and the word got out. People have moved in or bought the
propertysome very inexpensively that went back for taxes. These new
people probably wonder why there are so many black property owners in
Woodland Park. The majority of the newcomers are not aware that
Woodland Park was once a black resort that was created during
segregation. They never stop to read the historical marker in front of the
old one-room schoolhouse that tells about Woodland Parks history. They
are unaware that there were once hotels and rental cottages that couldnt
keep up with the summer demand or that the now-deserted beach used
to be packed with many black vacationers and locals. They dont know
that there was once a grand clubhouse that dominated Mayo Point. Many
of these new people swim in the shallow waters of that very point where
the clubhouse boardwalk once led. They havent heard of the beautiful
Hallie Q. Brown, a black elocutionist, who once gave a speech for Queen
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Victoria. Hallie owned a humble cottage near the public beach. The new
people dont know that the famous boxer Joe Louis spent lots of time in
Woodland Park because his wifes family owned a cottage across the
street from the old Kelsonia Hotel. Or that W. E. B. Du Bois once stood
on a dock in Woodland Park with its founder, Marian Auther. They would
be interested to know that during Prohibition, Dutch Anderson would be
killed in a shoot-out with the police in Muskegon. Only a few days earlier,
he had been to what is now the Shangri-La in Woodland Park to pick up
his bootleg whisky and beer. They only know that Woodland Park has
one of the most beautiful lakes in the area and that it is a wonderful place
to bring the family. They know they can count on the old-timers waving
to them with a smile as they pass them by. But there is so much more for
them to learn about this enchanted place and so much more about
Woodland Park, its settlers, and the people in the surrounding
communities.
Andrew wishes for a grandfather to do things with and his mother helps
him find one.
When a young boy's grandmother calls him to let him know that she has
lost her smile, he immediately volunteers to visit her to help her find it,
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and soon sets out on an airplane trip to see her.
Right in the middle of Marcy's city block is a littered vacant lot. Then one
day she has a wonderful idea that not only improves the useless lot but
her entire neighborhood as well. "DiSalvo-Ryan's warm text is enhanced
by her soft pencil-and-watercolor illustrations depicting a diverse
neighborhood drawn together by a community project."--Booklist.
When You Reach Me
Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children
When I Get Bigger
Two Dog Biscuits
Now We Can Have a Wedding!
The Sloppy Copy Slipup
Presents an annotated bibliography of multicultural books, organized into sections
dealing with celebrations and culture, nomads and the homeless, literacy, books that
bring people together, and multicultural books in series.
Uncle Grandpa Mad Libs features 21 hilarious stories based on the hit Cartoon Network
televsion show. At only $3.99 a pop, it's easy to pick one (or ten!) up for your next
roadtrip, with or without the Uncle Grandpa-style RV!
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were
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their curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children lived like
nomads, moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a
charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his children's imagination,
teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and
couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family. When the money ran out,
the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As
the dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend for themselves, supporting one
another as they found the resources and will to leave home. Yet Walls describes her
parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family that, despite its
profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life. -- From
publisher description.
There are big dogs, little dogs, curly dogs, dogs that sniff, and dogs that wag their tails.
But only one dog will get biscuits from twins Jimmy and Janet -- or will it? Maybe dog
biscuits aren't just for dogs after all!
City Green
My Beijing
Tacking into the Wind
The Real Hole
Grandpa's Corner Store
The Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell
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From Colleen Hoover, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of It Ends With Us, a heart-wrenching
love story that proves attraction at first sight can be messy. When Tate Collins meets airline pilot Miles
Archer, she doesn't think it's love at first sight. They wouldn’t even go so far as to consider themselves
friends. The only thing Tate and Miles have in common is an undeniable mutual attraction. Once their
desires are out in the open, they realize they have the perfect set-up. He doesn’t want love, she doesn’t
have time for love, so that just leaves the sex. Their arrangement could be surprisingly seamless, as long
as Tate can stick to the only two rules Miles has for her. Never ask about the past. Don’t expect a future.
They think they can handle it, but realize almost immediately they can’t handle it at all. Hearts get
infiltrated. Promises get broken. Rules get shattered. Love gets ugly.
Read the #1 New York Times best-selling series before it continues in A Map of Days. Bonus features •
Q&A with author Ransom Riggs • Eight pages of color stills from the film • Sneak preview of Hollow
City, the next novel in the series A mysterious island. An abandoned orphanage. A strange collection of
very curious photographs. It all waits to be discovered in Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children,
an unforgettable novel that mixes fiction and photography in a thrilling reading experience. As our story
opens, a horrific family tragedy sets sixteen-year-old Jacob journeying to a remote island off the coast of
Wales, where he discovers the crumbling ruins of Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children. As
Jacob explores its abandoned bedrooms and hallways, it becomes clear that the children were more than
just peculiar. They may have been dangerous. They may have been quarantined on a deserted island for
good reason. And somehow—impossible though it seems—they may still be alive. A spine-tingling fantasy
illustrated with haunting vintage photography, Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children will delight
adults, teens, and anyone who relishes an adventure in the shadows. “A tense, moving, and wondrously
strange first novel. The photographs and text work together brilliantly to create an unforgettable
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story.”—John Green, New York Times best-selling author of The Fault in Our Stars “With its X-Men:
First Class-meets-time-travel story line, David Lynchian imagery, and rich, eerie detail, it’s no wonder
Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children has been snapped up by Twentieth Century Fox.
B+”—Entertainment Weekly “‘Peculiar’ doesn’t even begin to cover it. Riggs’ chilling, wondrous
novel is already headed to the movies.”—People “You’ll love it if you want a good thriller for the
summer. It’s a mystery, and you’ll race to solve it before Jacob figures it out for himself.”—Seventeen
I joined the teachers’ revolution of the 60s, expecting to work for a just and honored profession.
Colliding symbiotic values fomented into the experiences that defined my future. The established order
asked us to comply and compromise. Idealism required us to accommodate pragmatism while never
compromising our passion for justice. Mine is a story about choices. Choices that took me from school
teacher to teacher advocate, from the teachings of John Calvin to the philosophy of Baruch Spinoza,
from conservative to the progressive/left. A path guided by inculcated values, influenced by social and
political events, molded by mentors and interrupted by tragedy. Along the way I met great teachers,
organizers, philosophers, policy makers, writers, and presidents. Born into a conservative rural, Iowa
family, I was inspired by Bobby Kennedy’s promise of withdrawal from Viet Nam and his passion to
fulfill Martin Luther King’s vision of a just society. But Bobby was gone and with him much of the
hope he had inspired. Flying away from my safe, predictable life as a teacher near Lake Okoboji, I
hoped to embrace a new life as an organizer. Today, as I reflect on life’s lessons, I believe that justice,
mercy, and humility should guide the organizer’s mantra: “Educate, Agitate, Organize.”
"Three short stories set in a hutong, or residential alleyway, of Beijing, China. Yu Er, her grandfather,
and their eccentric neighbors and experience the magic of everyday life"--]cProvided by publisher.
Not Your Grandpa's War Story
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Advantage Reading Grade K
Ugly Love
Uncle Wille and the Soup Kitchen
Meet Me at the Cupcake Cafe
Grandma's Smile

A beloved classic that captures the powerful bond between man
and man’s best friend. Billy has long dreamt of owning not one,
but two, dogs. So when he’s finally able to save up enough money
for two pups to call his own—Old Dan and Little Ann—he’s
ecstatic. It doesn’t matter that times are tough; together
they’ll roam the hills of the Ozarks. Soon Billy and his hounds
become the finest hunting team in the valley. Stories of their
great achievements spread throughout the region, and the
combination of Old Dan’s brawn, Little Ann’s brains, and Billy’s
sheer will seems unbeatable. But tragedy awaits these determined
hunters—now friends—and Billy learns that hope can grow out of
despair, and that the seeds of the future can come from the
scars of the past. Praise for Where the Red Fern Grows A Top 100
Children’s Novel, School Library Journal's A Fuse #8 Production
A Must-Read for Kids 9 to 14, NPR Winner of Multiple State
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Awards Over 7 million copies in print! “Very touching.” —The New
York Times Book Review “One of the great classics of children’s
literature . . . Any child who doesn’t get to read this beloved
and powerfully emotional book has missed out on an important
piece of childhood for the last 40-plus years.” —Common Sense
Media “An exciting tale of love and adventure you’ll never
forget.” —School Library Journal “A book of unadorned
naturalness.” —Kirkus Reviews “Written with so much feeling and
sentiment that adults as well as children are drawn [in] with a
passion.” —Arizona Daily Star “It’s a story about a young boy
and his two hunting dogs and . . . I can’t even go on without
getting a little misty.” —The Huffington Post “We tear up just
thinking about it.” —Time on the film adaptation
Chutes, Beer, & Bullets: Not Your Grandpa's War Story is a humor
filled narrative that takes place during the peak of The War on
Terror. Follow Jesse is this uncut and unscripted adventure as
he leads you through United States Army Airborne School, Europe,
and ultimately to Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan.
Chutes, Beer, & Bullets is assured to have you laughing,
sighing, looking away, and possibly even shedding a tear as you
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connect with the real life characters within. No doubt you will
be longing for more as you turn the final page.
Ben McKee, a new student at Bluford High School, tries to hide
the bruises covering his body from his teachers and his new
friends.
This little girl has been watching her grandpa for a very long
time, and she is almost absolutely certain that he is a
dinosaur. So why is it that nobody believes her? Why can’t
anyone else see what she sees? He roars! (And no, it’s not just
a snore.) He has green skin! (And no, he’s not from outer
space.) He even has a tail! (And no, he’s not a horse!)
Determined to get to the bottom of this mystery, the little girl
goes straight to the source. It’s time to ask Grandpa once and
for all: is he a dinosaur? Just like Gorillas in Our Midst, this
book is all silliness and fun. Comic artist Richard Fairgray’s
illustrations are filled with wonderful, quirky details for kids
to discover with each read. Kids will love that they can see
that Grandpa is a dinosaur when nobody else can. And, of course,
a story like this can’t end without a surprising twist! Sky Pony
Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is
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proud to publish a broad range of books for young
readers—picture books for small children, chapter books, books
for middle grade readers, and novels for young adults. Our list
includes bestsellers for children who love to play Minecraft;
stories told with LEGO bricks; books that teach lessons about
tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much more. While
not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller
or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects
that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might
not otherwise find a home.
A Dog Like Jack
Promoting a Global Community Through Multicultural Children's
Literature
Lucifer loses his day job, so he starts his own gig. A little girl’s tantrum destroys
her toys, but will they lash out in revenge? Can a miserable housewife find a new
life for herself in a tear-stained old painting? Stories include a snake deciding the
fate of the world, a slot machine choosing life’s winners and losers, a malevolent
fairy dancing men to their deaths, a couple desperate to escape a train station, the
dog-show judge facing death, and more. Patricia A. Guthrie offers a cauldron of
eerie delights that will please, delight, and yet terrify you!
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Grandpa's Corner StoreHarperCollins
"Like A Wrinkle in Time (Miranda's favorite book), When You Reach Me far
surpasses the usual whodunit or sci-fi adventure to become an incandescent
exploration of 'life, death, and the beauty of it all.'" —The Washington Post This
Newbery Medal winner that has been called "smart and mesmerizing," (The New
York Times) and "superb" (The Wall Street Journal) will appeal to readers of all
types, especially those who are looking for a thought-provoking mystery with a
mind-blowing twist. Shortly after a fall-out with her best friend, sixth grader
Miranda starts receiving mysterious notes, and she doesn’t know what to do. The
notes tell her that she must write a letter—a true story, and that she can’t share
her mission with anyone. It would be easy to ignore the strange messages, except
that whoever is leaving them has an uncanny ability to predict the future. If that is
the case, then Miranda has a big problem—because the notes tell her that
someone is going to die, and she might be too late to stop it. Winner of the Boston
Globe–Horn Book Award for Fiction A New York Times Bestseller and Notable Book
Five Starred Reviews A Junior Library Guild Selection "Absorbing." —People
"Readers ... are likely to find themselves chewing over the details of this superb
and intricate tale long afterward." —The Wall Street Journal "Lovely and almost
impossibly clever." —The Philadelphia Inquirer "It's easy to imagine readers
studying Miranda's story as many times as she's read L'Engle's, and spending
hours pondering the provocative questions it raises." —Publishers Weekly, Starred
review
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